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1. Dataset
Our dataset CloSe-D comes from two sources, 1) CloSe-
Di, which is dataset captured in our lab and 2) CloSe-
Dc, dataset from commercial data sources. We explain the
dataset capturing details in the following section, followed
by the process for obtaining segmentation labels.

CloSe-Dc Data. We collect scans from different commer-
cial dataset such as AXYZ [1], Twindom [5], Treedy [4],
Renderpeople [3]. Due to licensing issues, we will not pro-
vide the scans from these datasets, but we will release the
segmentation labels and detailed instructions to purchase
these datasets from respective sources.

CloSe-Di Data Capture. Following data capture setup
in [15, 19], we create a dataset of approximately 100 sub-
jects in 7 diverse poses, wearing 12 garment classes. We
use Treedy’s scanner [4], which consists of ∼ 130 high-
resolution camera at a fixed position. We use Metashape [2]
for 3D reconstruction, which is photogrammetry-based re-
construction. Reconstructed scans are highly detailed and
have high-resolution texture maps associated with them. We
also register SMPL [11] to each scan, with the registration
method used in [6, 10, 15].

Ground Truth Segmentation Labels of CloSe-Dc Scans.
We follow the pipeline similar to the one in MGN-Seg [6].
We first register the scans to SMPL and SMPL+D [6]. We
then render the registered meshes from 72 different views
and apply SotA 2D Human Parsing method, PGN [8]. One
of the major limitations of such a pipeline is inconsistent
multiview prediction of the 2D Human Parsing method,
as shown in Fig. 1. This is expected behavior from such
methods as 1) they are not trained with any explicit loss to
produce multi-view consistent results, and 2) they are not
trained on multi-view images of the same scene. As a re-
sult, we observe many patches of undesired clothing classes
in the 2D segmentation and hence in the lifted 3D segmen-

Figure 1. Top: Multiview rendered images of a scan.Bottom:
Clothing segmentation obtained using 2D Parsing method [8]. 2D
Parsing method generates inconsistent labels across views. Con-
sequently, when these labels are elevated from 2D to 3D using the
2D-to-3D lifting technique, the resulting segmentation is noisy.

tation as well. MGN-Seg [6] tried to solve this problem
by using a pre-defined prior, but these priors are limited to
3 classes. We propose to clean such inconsistency using
our hand-crafted heuristics and CloSe-T(see Fig. 5(left)).
Moreover, PGN labels are inconsistent with our CloSe-Net
labels, so we apply some merging and splitting in labels.
We first explain heuristics for merging and segregation of
labels in the following points:

• Merging body parts: In PGN there are separate labels for
left-leg, right-leg, left-arm and right-arm. We instead use
a single label for all these parts, so we merge them into a
single category.

• Separate labels for Upper and Lower Garments : PGN
generates only two kinds of upper garment labels, namely
‘Shirt’ and ‘Coat’. On the other hand, our model uses
more fine-grained labels, e.g. ‘Shirt’ is further divided
into ‘TShirt’, ‘Vest’, ‘Hoodies’ etc. We use the change
all option provided in CloSe-T to correct such labels, as
shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, there is only one label for
lower garments: ‘Pants’, which we split into ‘Pants’ and
‘Short-Pants’.
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We show some examples of heuristics-based segmen-
tation and manually refined segmentation in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. We explain more details about our interactive tool
in Sec. 3.

Ground Truth Segmentation Labels of CloSe-Di Scans.
For CloSe-Di, we follow a similar idea, but instead of us-
ing SMPL+D registration and SMPL UV space, we use
Metashape [2] to perform 2D-to-3D lifting of segmentation
labels. The recovered 3D segmentation might be inaccurate
because of 1) inaccurate 2D segmentation prediction, and 2)
inconsistent 2D segmentation labels across different views.
Similar to our processing of CloSe-Dc, we clean noise us-
ing heuristics. We define heuristics-based priors on SMPL
mesh and clean the labels in for scan points directly. This
alleviates the problem of obtaining SMPL+D [6] registra-
tions. We deployed two different classes of heuristics:
• Body Parts Heuristics: We rely on the prior knowledge

that some garments should not belong to unusual body
parts (e.g., t-shirts on feet, trousers on arms etc.).

• Garments Class Heuristics: In some cases, we observed
artifacts related to specific combinations of garments. In
these cases, we deploy an additional set of rules to address
these issues specifically.

2. Method
We explain the details of our model CloSe-Net in this sec-
tion.

Point Encoder. We use the official implementation of
DGCNN [17] and use 3 layers of EdgeConvoluation opera-
tion, followed by a single-layer MLP.

Clothing Encoder. We use a multi-head attention mod-
ule in the encoder, where nhead = 4 in our case. We also
apply positional encoding to the query vector(p′2

i ), before
calculating the attention score.

Body Encoder. F b requires the computation of nearest
neighbors for each point within the batch, potentially lead-
ing to computational overhead during the training process.
To mitigate this, we opt to precompute F b. This is done by
finding the nearest point for each scan point from the posed
SMPL mesh (M(β,β)). Subsequently, during inference, a
preprocessing step is employed to calculate F b beforehand,
which is then used during inference.

3. Interactive Tool
In this section, we explain common functionalities provided
by our tool and its usage in data annotation and network
refinement.

Textured Scan Initial Segmentation Clean Segmentation
(using CloSe-T)

Figure 2. Segmentation labels obtained using our heuristics might
result in unclear boundaries(top, middle) and undesired noisy
patches (bottom, middle). We clean such noise using CloSe-T and
obtain high-quality labels, as shown on the right.

Interactive Tool Interface. We implement CloSe-T us-
ing Open3D [22] in C++ and introduce an easy-to-use,
light-weight interactive 3D tool, which provides following
functionalities:

• I/O operations: Loading/Saving meshes and labels,



Textured Scan Initial Labels Corrected Labels
(using CloSe-T)

Figure 3. Due inherent uncertainty in clothing classification, the
segmentation labels acquired through [8] might be incoherent.
However, such labeling discrepancies can be easily corrected us-
ing CloSe-T.

Figure 4. Functionalities provided in CloSe-T interface includes
based I/O operations, mouse-controlled camera movement in the
scene, region selection, relabelling, evaluation, and fine-tuning
CloSe-Net.

Loading/evaluating pre-trained model, Saving/Evaluating
refined network.

• Scene: Move in the scene with mouse control, change
lights, background, etc.

• User selection: Easy polygon-based region selection by
selecting the polygon edges by clicking.

• Labeling: Relabel region based on user selec-
tion/majority vote.

Label Correction. There are multiple options to label the
selected regions
• User selected class : Manually set the class assigned to

the selected areas. The predefined list of classes is shown
in the dropdown menu; see Fig. 4(right).

• Majority Vote: If a partial/inaccurate initial segmentation
of the scan already exists, the selected region can be la-
beled more efficiently using the ”majority vote” proce-
dure. More precisely, for example, if there is a patch
of mislabeled points, the user can select the wider region
around it, and label the whole region by the class that is
the most commonly present in the region. This makes the
labeling procedure much faster.

CloSe-T for Data Annotation .
We use CloSe-T to manually clean segmentation and

generate high quality segmentation data, as shown in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3. We provide a demo of labeling process in the
supplementary video and visualize key-stage of pipeline in
Fig. 5.

Due to the inherently error-prone nature of the segmen-
tation label generation pipeline, numerous scans displayed
noisy boundaries and improperly labeled clothing classes.
To address this issue, approximately 1000 scans were anno-
tated using CloSe-T within the CloSe-D dataset, while the
remaining were carefully verified. Consequently, CloSe-
D comprises a curated segmentation label dataset that has
been meticulously verified.

CloSe-T for Network Refinement. We also use CloSe-T
to improve the generalization of our model for real-world
datasets. We first predict the segmentation label for a given
scan using the pre-trained CloSe-Net. Since the given scan
is out-of-distribution, network results might be incorrect
and noisy. We then refine the network prediction for the
given scan using the steps mentioned in data annotation.
We explain training details and experiments in Sec. 4. The
new network is used to infer the given scan again and also
evaluated on the test-set of CloSe-D. All these functions are
implemented as a simple button click in the tool, see Fig. 4.
The newly trained model can be saved and used of this new
out-of-distribution dataset for better generalization.

4. Results

In this section, we provide more results of our model.
In Sec. 4.1, we provide more comparison with baseline
methods, followed by comparison on BUFF [21] dataset in
Sec. 4.2. Finally, we provide ablation studies for contin-
ual learning setup of our model and show more results on
real-world datasets in Sec. 4.3.



Load scan with texture Visualize current segmentation Select region and relabel Visualize new segmentation

Figure 5. Annotation using CloSe-T.Using CloSe-T, we first load the scan with texture to understand the scan. We then visualize current
segmentation as an overlay on the textured scan. After inspection, we identify and select mislabeled regions and assign them the correct
label from a predefined set. Finally, we visualize the new segmentation and inspect by moving the camera around the scene.

4.1. Comparison with baseline

In this section, we analyze more comparisons with part
segmentation methods to understand the cause of superior
performance of CloSe-Net. We broadly classify them into
5 factors, as discussed below. These factors act mutually
in many cases, widening the disparity between the perfor-
mance levels of baseline techniques and our proposed ap-
proach. In the table Table 1 we provide a quantitative com-
parison on the test split of CloSe-Di.

Clothing Information. Baseline methods DGCNN [17]
and DeltaConv [18] have no prior about clothing present in
the scan. As a result, these methods rely on local/global
geometric and appearance features. Given the diversity
and complexity of clothing items, it is challenging to learn
about robust semantics from limited information. As a re-
sult, baseline methods seem to generate multiple clothing
classes in a vicinity, mislabel clothing classes, and are not
able to learn the shape/structure of clothing items. This is
evident from all the examples shown in Fig. 6. CloSe-Net
not only takes advantage of clothing information but also
learns a more distinctive feature for each clothing class and
consequently learns clothing prior based on local features
and these clothing features(via attention module).

Texture Bias. As observed in Fig. 6(first and second
row), baseline methods are highly sensitive to changes in
texture. As a result any steep change in texture results in a
new clothing class. However CloSe-Net produces accurate
results. For baseline methods color, normal and location
are the only guiding signal without any prior. Given limited
training data, they tend to overfit to textures scene during
training.

Multi-layer Clothing. We also observe that baseline
methods are not able to recover multi-layer clothing labels

see Fig. 6(third row). As there is no prior knowledge about
clothing present in the scan, baselines rely on texture and
geometry information. In such cases, baselines seem to pre-
dict the most commonly seen example with texture during
training such as hoodies or shirts. On the other hand, the
clothing information used in CloSe-Net helps with better
comprehension, even if local features are very similar.

Shape/geometry Bias. Similar to texture bias, the base-
line method also has geometry bias to some extent. As
shown in Fig. 6(fourth row) loose upper clothing with
larger shapes are classified as hoodies, although the labels
are not noisy.

Sparse Clothing Classes. We also observe that CloSe-
Net performs well for rare clothing classes such as dresses,
hats, etc. On the other hand baseline methods fail to gener-
ate consistent labels.

4.2. Comparison with Prior Work

We compare or model with prior work GIM3D [12] on Buff
dataset [21]. We use 15 scans from BUFF, as in [12] for
evaluation on the 3-class segmentation problem. We use
PointNet++ [13] based model from GIM3D and report the
number in Table 2. We observe that for both CloSe-D-
test and BUFF dataset, our model significantly outperforms
GIM3D [12].

4.3. CloSe-Net on Real-world Datasets

We qualitatively evaluate CloSe-Net on publicly avaial-
ble real-world datasets such as THuman2.0 [20], THu-
man3.0 [14], HuMMan [7], 3DHumans [9]. We have added
more results in Fig. 8. We observe that for all datasets,
CloSe-Net generates good results and generalizes well.
However, in some cases, it results in blurry boundaries and
noisy patches of labels, as shown in Fig. 7.



Method Mean T-shirt Shirt Vest Coat Hoodies Short-Pants Pants Skirts Hat Shoes Body Hair

DGCNN [17] 92.65 97.50 93.23 95.78 86.89 99.54 96.89 87.27 98.90 97.26 86.17 84.19 88.14
DeltaConv [18] 91.30 97.19 88.12 96.57 86.98 98.55 94.39 86.87 98.69 97.26 83.42 80.33 87.29
Ours 95.19 99.12 96.18 99.48 87.93 99.69 97.98 89.39 99.05 99.06 89.97 89.78 94.66

Table 1. We quantitatively compare the results of our method SotA part-segmentation methods, DGCNN [17] and DeltaConv [18]. We
report IoU for every class and mean over all the classes(IoUmean).

Input DGCNN [17] DeltaConv [18] Ours Ground Truth Input DGCNN [17] DeltaConv [18] Ours Ground Truth

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 6. Baseline method like DGCNN [17] and DeltaConv [18] have Texture bias (a, b), are unable to distinguish between multi-layer
clothing (c), produces incorrect labels if geometry deviates significantly from average body and clothing shapes (d) and underperform
for unbalanced classes such as dress and hats(e, f).



Dataset MGN [6] GIM3D [12] Ours

CloSe-D-Test 88.88 72.04 92.47
Buff [21] - 75.41 90.13

Table 2. Comparison with MGN [6] and GIM3D [12] on CloSe-D
and BUFF dataset.

Figure 7. CloSe-Net predicts blurry boundaries for out-of-
distributions scans.

We propose to improve the performance of our model for
such out-of-distribution scans, by fine-tuning the model in
a continual learning framework. We follow [16] and exper-
iment with various loss combinations and training configu-
rations to find an optimal setup, such that network perfor-
mance improves on new out-of-distribution scans without
catastrophic forgetting. We show the ablation in Table 3.
We compare the mean IoU on test split of CloSe-D, after
iteratively fine-tuning on 2 sets of scans from this new dis-
tribution. Based on experiments, we pick the full loss(eq.
5, main paper) as training loss and only train the last layer
of the segmentation decoder and MLP of the Point Encoder.
We fine-tune the model for 2 epochs only.

Table 3. Performance(IoUmean) on CloSe-D-test after network
refinement.

Layers trained Naive loss Weighted cross-entropy Full

fdec-last 90.33 90.37 90.25
fdec-full 89.14 88.53 88.50
fdec-last+ fMLP 90.62 90.53 90.33
fdec-full+ fMLP 89.00 88.53 88.95
fdec-last+ fMLP + f3 90.53 90.18 90.35
fdec-full+ fMLP + f3 89.00 88.53 88.62

Segmenting 4D Scans using CloSe-Net and CloSe-T.
We use the aforementioned setup to improve segmentation
accuracy for a given 4d sequence. We randomly pick one
frame of a 4D sequence and refine the model as per this
scan. This is similar to one-shot fine-tuning. Then we gen-
erate the segmentation labels for the whole sequence. Since
the model has now learned appearance and geometry fea-
tures of one frame, this results in improved accuracy for

remaining frames. We show results on a set of poses from
THuman3.0 and HuMMan inFig. 9.

Finally, we have generated high quality segmentation la-
bels of approximately 1000 scans(from diverse sources [7,
9, 14, 20]) using CloSe-Net and CloSe-T. We will release
this as CloSe-D++.
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